
Question # 0 Statistics Bowl FAMAT State Convention 2021

The table below gives the AP Statistics Exam score distributions for the students of three independent teachers during the 
2018 – 2019 school year.  Compute each of the requested values below.  NOTE:  We shall use, reuse, analyze, and otherwise 
abuse this data table throughout the entirety of this test!

Score 1          2          3          4          5          Total
Teacher X 15        12       10        13        10            A
Teacher Y           10         8         18         8          6            50
Teacher Z           15        20        20       15        20             C 

Total               40          B         48        36       36            D 

A: How many students does Teacher X have?

B: How many students scored a 2 on the AP Statistics Exam?

C: How many students does Teacher Z have?

D: How many total students are there for all three teachers combined?

Summary: Compute  5(A + B + C + D) + 71
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Question # 1 Statistics Bowl FAMAT State Convention 2021

The table below gives the AP Statistics Exam score distributions for the students of three independent teachers during the 
2018 – 2019 school year.  Compute each of the requested probabilities below for a single randomly selected score from the 
scores used to create the table.  Give all answers as simplified fractions.  NOTE (once again):  We shall use, reuse, analyze, and 
otherwise abuse this data table throughout the entirety of this test!

Score 1          2          3          4          5          Total
Teacher X 15        12       10        13        10           60
Teacher Y           10         8         18         8          6            50
Teacher Z           15        20        20       15        20           90_

Total               40        40        48        36       36          200

A: P(Teacher Y)

B:  P(Teacher Z ∩ 3)

C:  P(5 ∪ Teacher Y)

D:  P 2 Teacher X)

Summary: Compute  23
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Question # 2 Statistics Bowl FAMAT State Convention 2021
Here again are the AP Statistics Exam score distributions for the students of three independent teachers during the 2018 –
2019 school year.  A score of 3 or higher is considered a passing score.  Compute each of the requested values below 
rounding all final answers to the thousandths place. 

Score 1          2          3          4          5          Total
Teacher X 15        12       10        13        10           60
Teacher Y           10         8         18         8          6            50
Teacher Z           15        20        20       15        20           90_

Total               40        40        48        36       36          200

A: An SRS of n = 25 scores is chosen from the scores used to create the table, with replacement.  What is the probability that 
the number of passing scores in the sample is within one standard deviation of the expected value in such a sample?  

B: An SRS of n = 25 scores is chosen from the scores used to create the table, without replacement.  What is the probability 
that the number of passing scores in the sample is exactly equal to the expected value in such a sample? 

C: First, a teacher is randomly selected and then a SRS of n = 20 scores is chosen from that teacher’s scores, with 
replacement.  What is the probability that Teacher Y is randomly selected and then exactly half of the scores in the sample 
are passing scores?

D: An SRS of n = 20 scores is chosen from the scores used to create the table, without replacement.  What is the probability 
that exactly half of the scores in the sample are passing scores given that they are all from Teacher X’s set of scores?

Summary: Using your final rounded answers from above, compute A + B + C + D to the thousandths place.
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Question # 3 Statistics Bowl FAMAT State Convention 2021
Here is the same data table again.  Compute each of the requested values below rounding all final answers to four decimal 

places. 

Score 1          2          3          4          5          Total

Teacher X 15        12       10        13        10           60  

Teacher Y           10         8         18         8          6            50 

Teacher Z           15        20        20       15        20           90_ 

Total               40        40        48        36       36          200

A: An SRS of n = 30 scores is chosen from the scores used to create the table, with replacement.  What is the probability that 

exactly the same number of scores are selected from each teacher?

B: An SRS of n = 30 scores is chosen from the scores used to create the table, without replacement.  What is the probability 

that exactly the same number of scores are selected from each teacher?

C: Teacher Z has the highest mean score of each teacher.  What is the mean score of Teacher Z?

D: Teacher A has the largest sample standard deviation in the scores amongst the three teachers.  What is the sample 

standard deviation of Teacher A’s scores?

Summary: Using your final rounded values from above, compute A + B + C + D to four decimal places.
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Question # 4 Statistics Bowl FAMAT State Convention 2021
Here is the same data table once again with some added information.  Again, a score of 3 or higher is considered a passing 
score.  Compute each of the requested values below rounding all final answers as indicated. 

Score 1          2          3          4          5          Total          Pass Rate          Mean          Standard Deviation
Teacher X 15        12       10        13        10           60              55.00%           2.8500                  1.4477
Teacher Y           10         8         18         8          6            50              64.00%           2.8400          1.2675
Teacher Z           15        20        20       15        20           90              61.11%_         3.0556               1.4011            .

Total               40        40        48        36       36          200             60.00%           2.9400              1.3806

A: If we want a random sample of 30 scores in total by selecting an SRS of 10 scores from each teacher, what type of 
sampling method is this:  CLUSTER, MULTISTAGE, or STRATIFIED?  Give the number of unique permutations of the letters in 
the correct choice from the capitalized words listed above.

B: If we want a random sample of 20 scores in total by first randomly selecting a teacher, then randomly selecting an SRS of 4 
scores from each numerical score; what type of sampling method is this:  CLUSTER, MULTISTAGE, or STRATIFIED?  Give the 
number of unique permutations of the correct choice from the capitalized words listed above.

C: If we randomly select an SRS of n = 64 scores from the scores used to create the table (with replacement), what is the 
approximate probability that the sample mean of these 64 scores is between 2.5 and 3.5 rounded to the nearest thousandth?

D:  If we randomly select an SRS of n = 96 scores from the scores used to create the table (with replacement), what is the 
standard deviation of the sampling distribution of the sample proportion of passing scores in the sample for a sample of this
size?

Summary: Using your final rounded values from above, calculate !" ($ + &) to the nearest thousandth.
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Question # 5 Statistics Bowl FAMAT State Convention 2021
Here again is essentially the same table but with some information removed.  However, suppose we now treat the mean and 
standard deviation of each teacher’s set of scores given in the table below as if they were the means and standard deviations
of three independent and normally distributed random variables X, Y, and Z as indicated.  Compute each of the requested 
values below rounding all final answers as indicated and you can ignore any information in the table other than the numbers 
in the Mean column and Standard Deviation column. 

Score 1          2          3          4          5          Total          Pass Rate             Mean                Standard Deviation
Teacher X 15        12       10        13        10           60              55.00%           µ" = 2.8500              $" = 1.4477
Teacher Y           10         8         18         8          6            50              64.00%           µ% = 2.8400              $% = 1.2675
Teacher Z           15        20        20       15        20           90              61.11%           µ& = 3.0556               $& = 1.4011            

A: µ"'%'&

B:  $"'%'& rounding only the final answer to four decimal places.

C: ((8 ≤ , + . + / ≤ 9) rounded to four decimal places.

D: ((, > 2 456 . > 2 456 / > 2) rounded to four decimal places.

Summary: Compute A + B + C + D using your final rounded answers from above.
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Question # 6 Statistics Bowl FAMAT State Convention 2021
Here it is again!  Again, a score of 3 or higher is considered a passing score.  Suppose we start randomly selecting AP scores 
from the table, with replacement.  Compute each of the requested values below rounding all final answers as indicated. 

Score 1          2          3          4          5          Total          Pass Rate          Mean          Standard Deviation
Teacher X 15        12       10        13        10           60              55.00%           2.8500                  1.4477
Teacher Y           10         8         18         8          6            50              64.00%           2.8400          1.2675
Teacher Z           15        20        20       15        20           90              61.11%_         3.0556               1.4011            .

Total               40        40        48        36       36          200             60.00%           2.9400              1.3806

A: What is the probability of drawing the first passing score on the 4th selection to four decimal places? 

B: What is the probability of drawing the first passing score in 4 or fewer selections rounded to four decimal places?

C: Let random variable G represent the number of scores drawn from the table until we obtain the first failing score.  What is 
the sum of the expected value of random variable G and the variance of random variable G?

D: What is the probability of obtaining the third passing score on the fifth selection given that all scores were selected from 
Teacher Y rounded to four decimal places?

Summary: Using your final rounded values from above, compute A + B + C + D to four decimal places.
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Question # 7 Statistics Bowl FAMAT State Convention 2021
Now, let’s do some inference using the data in the table!  A score of 3 or higher is still considered a passing score,  you may 
assume that all scores and teachers are independent of each other, and that each set of scores constitutes a random sample 
of all possible scores that these students could have earned;  thus, you may assume all inference conditions are met. 

Score 1          2          3          4          5          Total          Pass Rate          Mean          Standard Deviation
Teacher X 15        12       10        13        10           60              55.00%           2.8500                  1.4477
Teacher Y           10         8         18         8          6            50              64.00%           2.8400          1.2675
Teacher Z           15        20        20       15        20           90              61.11%_         3.0556               1.4011            .

Total               40        40        48        36       36          200             60.00%           2.9400              1.3806

A: What is the margin of error for a 95% confidence interval for Teacher X’s true passing rate rounded to thousandths place?

B: A ____ % confidence interval for Teacher Y’s true passing rate is 52.12% to 75.88%.  What is the level of confidence used 
in this interval rounded to the nearest integer percent?  For example, use 50 for 50% as your answer.

C: Let PZ represent the true pass rate for Teacher Z, who is from Florida, where the state-wide pass rate is 48.3%.  Test the 
hypotheses H": P% = 48.3% vs. H. : P% ≠ 48.3%.  What is the sum of the absolute value of the test statistic and the p-value 
of the test rounded to the thousandths place?

D: Suppose all three of these teachers are from Florida where the pass rate was 48.3%.  Let PT represent the total pass rate 
for these three teachers combined.  Compute the power of a test of the hypotheses H": P0 = 48.3% vs. H. : P0 > 48.3% at a 
2.5% level of significance based on a random sample of n = 200 scores and assuming the alternative value of PT = 60% is true.   
Round only the final answer to the thousandths place.

Summary: Compute A + B + C + D to the thousandths place and remember to treat your answer from Part B as an integer!
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Question # 8 Statistics Bowl FAMAT State Convention 2021
How about some more inference?  Again, you may assume that all scores and teachers are independent of each other and 
that each set of scores constitutes a random sample of all possible scores that these students could have earned.  Hence, you
can assume all inference conditions are met. 

Score 1          2          3          4          5          Total          Pass Rate          Mean          Standard Deviation
Teacher X 15        12       10        13        10           60              55.00%           2.8500                  1.4477
Teacher Y           10         8         18         8          6            50              64.00%           2.8400          1.2675
Teacher Z           15        20        20       15        20           90              61.11%_         3.0556               1.4011            .

Total               40        40        48        36       36          200             60.00%           2.9400              1.3806

A: What is the width of a 95% confidence interval for the true mean score of Teacher X rounded to the thousandths place? 

B: A ____% confidence interval for the true mean score of Teacher Y is (2.53, 3.15).  What is the level of confidence used in 
this interval rounded to the nearest integer percent?  For example, use 50 for 50% as your answer.

C: The mean score in Florida is 2.52.  There are four possible right-tail hypothesis tests one could perform on these data. 
Namely, one for each of the three teachers (X, Y, and Z) and one for the total scores of the 3 teachers combined.  How many 
of them (0, 1, 2, 3, or 4) show statistically significant evidence against the null hypothesis of H": µ = 2.52 at the 5% level?

D: The mean global score is 2.87.  There are four possible two-tail hypothesis tests one could perform on these data. Namely, 
one for each of the three teachers (X, Y, and Z) and one for the total scores of the three teachers combined.  How many of 
them (0, 1, 2, 3, or 4) show statistically significant evidence against the null hypothesis of H": µ = 2.87 at the 5% level?

Summary: Compute A + B + C + D to the thousandths place and remember to treat the answer from Part B as an integer!
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Question # 9 Statistics Bowl FAMAT State Convention 2021
Lets move into two-sample inference; and again, you may assume all inference conditions are met for all parts. 

Score 1          2          3          4          5          Total          Pass Rate          Mean          Standard Deviation

Teacher X 15        12       10        13        10           60              55.00%           2.8500                  1.4477

Teacher Y           10         8         18         8          6            50              64.00%           2.8400          1.2675

Teacher Z           15        20        20       15        20           90              61.11%_         3.0556               1.4011            .

Total               40        40        48        36       36          200             60.00%           2.9400              1.3806

A: Let P
X

represent the true pass rate of Teacher X and let P
Y

represent the true Pass rate of Teacher Y.  What is the test 

statistic for a test of H": P% = P' vs. H+: P% < P' rounded to the thousandths place?   NOTE: The final answer is negative.

B: Let P
X

represent the true pass rate of Teacher X and let P
Y

represent the true Pass rate of Teacher Y.  What is the margin of 

error of a 95% confidence interval for estimating P
X

– P
Y

rounded to the thousandths place?

C: There are 3 possible pairwise comparison tests of the pass rates for these 3 teachers:  X vs. Y, X vs. Z, and Y vs. Z.  What is 

the smallest two-tail p-value of the 3 possible pairwise comparisons of pass rates rounded to the nearest thousandth?

D: How many of the 3 possible pairwise comparisons (0, 1, 2, or 3) that you performed in Part C are statistically significant at

the 5% level of significance?

Summary: Compute A + B + C + D to the thousandths place.
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Summary: Compute A + B + C + D to the thousandths place.



Question # 10 Statistics Bowl FAMAT State Convention 2021
Let’s do some more two-sample inference!  Again, you may assume all inference conditions are met for all parts.   There are 
three possible pairwise comparison tests of the three teachers’ mean scores:  X vs. Y, X vs. Z, and Y vs. Z.  Let µX represent the 
true mean score for Teacher X, let µY represent the true mean score for Teacher Y, and let µZ represent the true mean score 
for Teacher Z.  Compute the absolute value of the test statistic for each of the hypothesis tests indicated below rounding all 
final answers to the thousandths place.

Score 1          2          3          4          5          Total          Pass Rate          Mean          Standard Deviation
Teacher X 15        12       10        13        10           60              55.00%           2.8500                  1.4477
Teacher Y           10         8         18         8          6            50              64.00%           2.8400          1.2675
Teacher Z           15        20        20       15        20           90              61.11%_         3.0556               1.4011            .

Total               40        40        48        36       36          200             60.00%           2.9400              1.3806

A: H": µ% = µ' vs. H+: µ% ≠ µ'

B: H": µ% = µ- vs. H+: µ% ≠ µ-

C: H": µ' = µ- vs. H+: µ' ≠ µ-

D: How many of the tests above (0, 1, 2, or 3) show statistically significant evidence of a difference between the indicated 
pair of means at the . = 0.05 level of significance?

Summary: Compute 100(A + B + C  +D) using your final rounded values from above. 
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Question # 11 Statistics Bowl FAMAT State Convention 2021
The global distribution of scores on the AP Statistics exam for the 2018 – 2019 school year is now included along the bottom 
row of the table.  There are four possible independent !" #$$%&'(( $) *+, tests you could run (one for each teacher and 
one for the total scores) to determine whether or not each observed score distribution provides evidence that it does not 
reasonably fit the global score distribution.  However, only perform the ones requested below in parts A and B and make note 
of each test statistic and p-value.  You may again assume all inference conditions are met for each test.  

Score                  1               2              3             4              5            Total          Pass Rate         Mean         Standard Deviation
Teacher X             15             12           10            13            10             60             55.00%  2.8500                1.4477
Teacher Y             10              8             18             8              6              50             64.00%          2.8400                1.2675
Teacher Z              15            20            20            15            20            90             61.11%  3.0556                1.4011             .

Total                   40            40            48            36            36            200           60.00%          2.9400                1.3806
Global Distribution     21.4%      19.6%      26.6%      18.0%     14.4%      100%

A: The largest of the four possible test statistics with the smallest p-value is observed when Teacher Z’s score distribution is 
compared to the global distribution.  What is the sum of this test statistic and p-value rounded to the nearest integer.

B: The smallest of the four possible test statistics with the largest p-value is observed when Teacher Y’s score distribution is 
compared to the global distribution.  What is the sum of this test statistic and p-value rounded to the nearest integer.

C:  Each of the tests you just performed in parts A and B has the same number of degrees of freedom.  What is that value?

D: Using your results from the two tests in parts A and B, determine the number of !" #$$%&'(( $) *+, tests you could have  
performed (0, 1, 2, 3, or 4) that would show statistically significant evidence that the observed score distribution does not fit 
the global score distribution at the - = 0.05 level of significance.  HINT:  It is not actually necessary to perform all four tests!

Summary: What is A + B + C + D? 
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Question # 12 Statistics Bowl FAMAT State Convention 2021
Finally, are AP Statistics Exam scores distributed homogeneously across the three teachers?  Perform the appropriate 
statistical test on the data in the table to determine if it provides evidence that AP Statistics Exam scores are not distributed 
homogeneously across the three teachers.  Assume all inference assumptions and conditions are met.

Score 1          2          3          4          5          Total          Pass Rate          Mean          Standard Deviation
Teacher X 15        12       10        13        10           60              55.00%           2.8500                  1.4477
Teacher Y           10         8         18         8          6            50              64.00%           2.8400          1.2675
Teacher Z           15        20        20       15        20           90              61.11%_         3.0556               1.4011            .

Total               40        40        48        36       36          200             60.00%           2.9400              1.3806

A: What is the expected count of Teacher Y’s scores of 2 for this test rounded to the nearest integer?

B: What is the test statistic rounded to the nearest integer?

C: How many degrees of freedom does this test have?

D: Is the null hypothesis of the test rejected in favor of supporting the alternative?  If yes, let D = 0.  If not, let D = 3.

Summary: Using your final rounded values from above, compute  ("#+ 1) ' + ( + ) + 1.
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Finally, are AP Statistics Exam scores distributed homogeneously across the three teachers?  Perform the appropriate 
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Question # 13 Statistics Bowl FAMAT State Convention 2021
Well, I finally ran out of meaningful ways to analyze the data in the table, so here is some abstract, meaningless nonsense!
Note that there are 20 integers in the table (including the Scores in the top row).  Compute each of the requested values 
below treating this set of 20 integers as a meaningless set of data.

Score 1          2          3          4          5   .     
Teacher X 15        12       10        13        10
Teacher Y           10         8         18         8          6
Teacher Z           15        20        20       15        20  .           

A: What is the mean of the data set?

B: What is the median of the data set?

C: What is the IQR of the data set?

D:  This data set has three modes because there are three numbers which appear three times each.  What is the mean of 
these three modes rounded to the nearest hundredth?  

Summary: Compute A + B + C + D.
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Question # 14 Statistics Bowl FAMAT State Convention 2021
Hopefully you saved the data set from the previous question in your calculator, because we are going to use it once again!  
But, in case you didn’t, here it is again:

Score 1          2          3          4          5   .     
Teacher X 15        12       10        13        10
Teacher Y           10         8         18         8          6
Teacher Z           15        20        20       15        20  .           

A: What is the sample standard deviation of data set rounded to four decimal places? 

B: How many outliers does the data set have according to the 1.5(IQR) rule?

C:  Convert each and every value in the data set into a Z-score using the sample mean of the data set and the sample standard 
deviation of the data set.  What is the mean of this set of Z-scores?

D: Convert each and every value in the data set into a Z-score using the sample mean of the data set and the sample standard 
deviation of the data set.  What is the standard deviation of this set of Z-scores?

Summary: Compute  A + B + C + D.
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